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Sneaky Seven Rules
Goal
The goal of the game is to be the first team member to steal an artifact from nine different museums and
businesses in Paris, France.
The Story
In a universe where monkeys rule the world, a clandestine branch of
the U.S. government transfers six of the country’s most dangerous
criminals from a Supermax prison to the care of Sgt. Shirley
Sneakowski (a.k.a., “Sgt. Sneaky”), and charges her with turning
them into an elite unit to undertake secret missions.
After months of rigorous training, the unit, known as “Sneaky
Seven,” is ready for its first mission. Sgt. Sneaky informs the team
their initial mission will take place in Paris, France, and has two
goals: to recover stolen artifacts and choose a team leader.
She tells them that many national treasures disappeared from their
home countries during World War II and eventually found their way
into the galleries of Paris churches, museum, and businesses. The
Parisian government has refused to return these relics to their rightful
owners, so the team’s goal is to break into nine different locations in
Paris, and retrieve a stolen artifact from each.
The sergeant next gives each team member a Mission Folder and tells
them they can work individually, or in small teams, to accomplish their goal. However, the first team member
who returns with an artifact from each location will be rewarded by being named team leader.
Playing With or Without a Time Limit
Players decide in advance on which way they want to play the game: with or without a time limit. If they choose
to play without a time limit, then they play the game until someone retrieves nine artifacts. If they choose to
play with a time limit, for example 1-2 hours, then at the end of that time, the player with the most artifacts
wins. In case of a tie, the players roll a die and whoever rolls the higher number is the winner.
Starting the Game
Players roll a six-sided die (d6), and whoever rolls the highest number goes first (in the event of
a tie, please re-roll). The rest of the players take their turns in a clockwise fashion, after the winner of the die
roll. The winner of the roll is called the “first player.” Their first task is to pick a character they want to play.
The characters are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lucky - a locksmith, color: blue.
Jogo - a weapons specialist, color: orange.
Brock - an explosives expert, color: green.
Sam - a security specialist, color: yellow.
Nera - a computer hacker, color: red.
Mini - an equipment expert, color: purple.

The first player chooses a Character Card and places it in the matching color Card Stand (according to the colors
listed above) and puts it on the table. Next, the player rolls the twelve-sided die (d12) to determine where to
start the game. Based on the number they roll, they will start at that location (the numbers match the locations
on the map provided to each player in their Mission Folder). The locations are:
Location
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Musée d’Orsay
Grand Palais
Musée de l’Orangerie
Arc de Triomphe
Banque de Paris
Musée du Louvre

Location
7
8
9
10
11
12

Name
Sacre Coeur
Café Banane
Ecole de Voleur
Notre Dame
Le Grand Singe
Tour Eiffel

Game Board

Another location on the map/board is the Police Station (le Commissariat), but players never start the game
there.
The first player will place the Player Token (colored monkey) that matches their character’s color on the
location that matches the number they rolled. All other players will follow the same procedure: choosing
characters and placing them in Card Stands, rolling to see where they begin the game, and placing their tokens
on the board. When all tokens are on the board, the first player will roll a d20 to begin the game.
Turns
On a player’s turn, they may do the following:
•
•
•

Buy, sell, or trade resource cards and loot, and buy vehicles. Safe houses, vehicles, and education chips may
not be sold or traded.
Roll the d20, and move their player token that many spaces on the board (or fewer)
Rob a house, mansion, church, business, or museum and place a Loot Token on their Bingo Board

Movement on the Game Board
Players may move in any direction on the game board, but their movement varies, based on the
token in use:
•
•

Player Tokens, Tanks, Cars, and Helicopters moves one tile at a time on the black road and grey bridges tiles
Boats move on the river (blue tiles), one tile at a time

How to Increase Your Wealth: Robbing Houses, Mansions, and Businesses
Players can increase their assets by doing the following:
•
•

Robbing houses and mansion, and setting them up as Safe Houses. Players receive $100 in Monkey Money
for every (white) house robbed, and $200 for every (grey) mansion robbed
Players may rob (black) businesses, but may not turn them into Safe Houses. Players receive $400 for every
business robbed

Creating Safe Houses
To create a Safe House, a player must land on a game tile that has a black driveway leading to a house or
mansion.
When robbing a home, a player must roll the Danger Dice to see if they are caught by the police. These dice are
the three white, grey, and black d6 dice that display police shield icons.
•
•
•

If robbing a (white) house: roll the white d6 (17% chance of getting caught)
If robbing a (grey) mansion: roll the grey d6 (34% chance of getting caught)
If robbing a (black) business: roll the black d6 (50% chance of getting caught)

If you roll a police shield, you go the police station until your next turn. If not, you collect Monkey Money from
the bank (see amount above) and right-click on the house or mansion and turn it your color. This property is
now one of your Safe Houses.
Robbing Another Player’s Safe House or Mansion
If a player lands on a tile where the black driveway connects to another player’s Safe House, they may attempt
to rob the house. The rules above for robbing Safe Houses apply with one difference: if the house or mansion is
successfully robbed, the player is paid by the owner of the Safe House, not the bank.

Resource Cards
Each player is an expert in one of six areas:
1. Security
2. Explosives
3. Weapons
4. Equipment
5. Software
6. Locks
Players may only purchase resource cards in their areas of expertise. In order to pull off museum robberies,
players will either need to collaborate with other players who have the expertise they need to do the job, or
they will need to trade resource cards, or they will need to go to school to learn a new skill (see below). Once a
resource card is used, it must be placed at the bottom of the appropriate deck.
How to Use Resource Cards to Protect from Robbery
Resource Cards may be purchased and placed face-up on the table in front of the player, to apply that resource
to all the player’s Safe Houses, and to the player, while they are moving on the board. Each Resource Card
means the player trying to rob them must roll the Danger Dice one additional time. Once a robbery attempt
is completed, the Resource Card used to protect the house expires and must be placed at the bottom of the
appropriate deck.
Black Market
The Black Market is where items are bought and sold and is controlled by the bank.
Going to Thief School/Education Chips
Players may choose to go to school to learn a new skill, so they can buy more resource cards. To go to (online)
school, a player must pay $100 tuition, and devote one turn to their studies. After that turn, the player is
awarded a colored Education Chip and a Resource Card in the field they studied. Afterwards, they may purchase
Resource Cards in that field/color. Because the school is a business, it may be robbed. However, players that rob
the school may not attend classes there.

Loot Cards
Loot cards are the black cards with the names of the businesses, churches, and museums on them. When a player robs one of the twelve locations on their Bingo Board (see below), they take a Loot Card, which has a picture
of the artifact they recovered.
Loot Tokens
Loot tokens are used to help players keep track of the locations they have robbed. Each time a player successfully robs one of the nine target locations, they may place a Loot Token on their Bingo Board. When the Board
is full of tokens, they have robbed every one of the required locations.
Bingo Board
The Bingo Board is the sheet of paper on the table that lists the nine locations which must be robbed. Each time
a player successfully robs one of these locations, they may place a Loot Token on the board at that location. In
the player’s Mission File is a Bingo Reference Cards, which shows the Loot Icons that go in each spot on the
Bingo Board.
Catacombs
On the outside edge of the game board are a series of letters (A-E) in brightly-colored polygons. These are
manhole covers which lead to the catacombs (tunnels beneath the city). When a player lands on one of these
manhole covers, they can choose to go into the catacombs and come up on the other side of the city, where the
same letter manhole cover is located (E-E, A-A, etc.).
Costs
For a list of costs, please see the Assets Card.

Vehicles
Players may only buy vehicles in their game color, and may not sell them to other players. Vehicles cost the
following:
•
•
•
•

Tank - $1000
Helicopter - $750
Car - $500
Boat - $250

Job Requirement Card
The Job Requirement card lists which Resource Cards and vehicles are needed to rob businesses, churches, and
museums.
Assets Card
The Assets Card is located on the back of the Job Requirement card. It lists the new and resale value for all
game assets and also provides information about assets that cannot be sold, plus a summary of what is required
to go to school so a player may purchase more Resource Cards.
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